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Carbon Reality Check
by Denis Rancourt / April 30th, 2016

No challenge poses a greater threat to future generations than climate change.
— Barack Obama, leader of the US global dominance regime, Nobel Peace Prize laureate. (Any
questions?)

The current world energy sources are like this:

Let that sink in.

Now imagine what that means in terms of physical infrastructure and organization of the world economy.

Given this evident reality, any carbon management plan can only be for actual reasons other than halting world
development or significantly altering the use of fossil fuels.

Carbon management plans can never stop energy use or significantly divert the economy towards more expensive
sources than the ones currently available and into the foreseeable future.

Such plans (the “carbon economy” legal and financial instruments) are advanced and promoted for other reasons,
practical reasons, such as:

altering the competitive landscape of different energy providers, favoring some while disadvantaging others

geopolitical machinations, such as limiting or taxing the emerging powers, under military threat enforcement
eventually
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strengthening the global finance instruments controlled by the US regime (World Bank, International
Monetary Fund)

possibly securing the US dollar as the carbon trading unit, thus artificially maintaining the US regime’s
currency

providing governments with a guaranteed tax base tied to the real economy rather than fluctuating markets

benefiting privileged sectors of the economy, tied to developed countries, such as financial speculation
corporations and high technology sectors of energy production, carbon sequestration, resource monitoring,
planetary monitoring, and so on

providing a useful diversion for Western public opinion, and misdirecting middle class civil discontent
towards acceptable and usable demands

There you have it. These are possible underlying motives of the global push towards carbon management. The
alleged “saving the planet” motive is a delusion that the dominant global oligarchy does not share with gullible
propaganda consumers.

The underlying battles are real and are tied to competing corporate, finance, and geopolitical entities.

The shale sector is presently a wild frontier that does not want to be suppressed whereas big oil is happy to be
“green”.

BRICS is emerging and will surpass the US constellation but not without a vicious fight that already includes
carbon management pressures and wars for energy reserves and pipeline routes.

“Climate change” is the perfect pretext that energy reserves should be in the hands of the dominant US energy
corporations and their financiers, which allegedly alone have the required technologies of efficiency and the capital
leverage to develop alternative technologies…

And so on. That is the game behind the media show that is visible and that is blaring the carbon-induced-human-
extinction scenario.

I’ve been making the obvious point for over ten years now1 that the global corporate-finance web of energy
extraction and use will not and cannot be restructured to reduce CO2, never mind the fantasy of affecting global
mean surface temperature via CO2 management.  In the latter regard, I have outlined the basic science itself: The

physics of the planetary radiation balance.2 My contributions to these various debates are listed here.

• Related article: Denis Rancourt, “Climate Stupidity and Human Survival“, Dissident Voice, 26 May 2015.

1. Alexander Cockburn, Dissidents Against Dogma, CounterPunch, 9 June 2007; and The Nation, 25 June 2007. [ ]
2. Denis Rancourt, Radiation physics constraints on global warming: CO2 increase has little effect, archive.org, 3 June 2011; and video lecture of 21

November 2015. [ ]
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Denis G. Rancourt is a former tenured full professor of physics at the University of Ottawa, Canada. He is a
researcher for the Ontario Civil Liberties Association. He has published more than 100 articles in leading
scientific journals, on physics and environmental science. He is the author of the book Hierarchy and Free
Expression in the Fight Against Racism. Denis can be reached at denis.rancourt@gmail.com. Read other
articles by Denis.

This article was posted on Saturday, April 30th, 2016 at 2:44pm and is filed under Climate Change, Currency,
Energy, Environment, Finance, IMF, Media.
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